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Assembing a Single elfa Frame

Combining elfa Frames

Inserting Drawers

If assembling on tile or wood, you must protect the floor.

 Position the side panels, runners facing inward. (Figure A)

 Using a plastic mallet, tap the bottom T-crossbars into the bottom of 
each side panel. 

 Put a back stop pin in the back holes of the top runners before 
inserting the top L-crossbars. The remaining back stop pins should 
be put in just prior to sliding in the drawers.
 
If combining Frames, see instructions below.

 If using a melamine top, tap the top L-crossbars completely into 
each side panel. Place adhesive strips included in the packaging on 
the top L-crossbars. Align the melamine top with the crossbars and 
press firmly. 

 If not using a melamine top, tap the top L-crossbars completely into 
each side panel.

 
 Assemble the top frame completely.  (See Steps 1 & 2 above.)

 Assemble the bottom frame, omitting the top L-crossbars.

 If using back stop pins, put one in the back of the left and right top 
runners of the bottom frame.

 Lower the top frame onto the bottom frame, making sure the back 
stop pins are all on the back side. Secure by firmly tapping each 
corner of the top frame until bottom T-crossbars are completely 
inserted into the bottom frame. (Figure B)

 
 Insert remaining back stop pins.

Slide in Drawers.

 If you have other elfa Frame and Drawer accessories, add them now.
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Tools needed: plastic mallet

TIPS for getting started

	 •	 If	you	don’t	have	a	plastic	mallet,	you	can	use	a	hammer	with	
a wood block to protect the frame. 
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Assembly Instructions

You’ll find step-by-step instructions for installing and assembling your customized elfa solution  
at containerstore.com/installation, including in-depth video instructions!




